


• True-analog monophonic synth with
16-step note/motion sequencer

• New Drive circuit, 2-pole filter & ultra-high
rate LFO for incredible sound shaping

• Completely programmable with
100 locations; 80 presets, 20 user
locations; all writable

monologue
MONOPHONIC ANALOGUE SYNTHESIZER

• The full-size ARP Odyssey is back – proudly
assembled in New York

• All three original color schemes available, each
with all three renowned filters on board

ARP ODYSSEY FS
DUOPHONIC SYNTHESIZER | ASSEMBLED IN NEW YORK

WWW.KORG.COM

We’re driven by music, just like you.

With a track record of industry-changing instruments 50 years strong,  Korg 
represents the cutting edge in innovative technology - developing products 
with uniquely inspiring features, incredible ease of use, and amazing sound.



CA-2
CHROMATIC TUNER

• New, larger display
• Slim, lightweight and

compact body
• Up to 200 hours of

battery life

MS-20 mini
WHITE MONOTONE
MONOPHONIC SYNTHESIZER

• The true-analog reissue
in a limited edition white/
gray color scheme

• Semi-modular structure
for flexibility in signal
and modulation routing

KROME PLATINUM MUSIC WORKSTATION

• The powerhouse KROME Workstation in a striking
platinum finish

• Kronos-derived sounds and touchscreen-based navigation
• Platinum available in 61, 73, and 88-note configurations

KRONOS GOLD
MUSIC WORKSTATION

• Korg’s flagship synthesizer with
a gold brushed aluminum body and
sunburst wood ends

• New OS V3.1 adds quick layer
and split functionality via
the touchscreen KORG Gadget for Mac

MUSIC PRODUCTION SOFTWARE

• Korg’s powerful, streamlined DAW and
multi-synth plugin suite for Mac

GA-2
GUITAR/BASS TUNER

• New, larger display
• Slim, lightweight and

compact body
• Up to 200 hours of

battery life

Pitchblack
Advance
PEDAL TUNER

• Enhanced display
• Ultra-high accuracy of

+/- 0.1 cents
• True bypass; Four modes

BEATLAB mini
RHYTHM TRAINER

• Wide variety of
metronome patterns

• Training function improves
sense of rhythm

• Built-in speaker

EDUCATION.KORG.COM

Korg’s Group Education Controller (GEC5) is the most advanced, user-friendly 
and flexible lab control system available. Upgrade any lab to the GEC5 system 
using existing instruments or computers and take advantage of the multiple 
practice and instruction modes either on a desktop or tablet – or both.

The Most Advanced Group Instruction System



Since 1957, VOX amplifiers have served as the foundation for some of the most 

memorable moments in musical history. 60 years later, VOX continues to make

innovative products and serve as the voice for countless musicians.

CRAFT A DIFFERENT  KIND OF SOUND



AC Series IN WHITE BRONCO
AC30C2  |  AC15C1  |  AC10C1  |  AC4C1-12  |  AC15CH  |  AC30CH  |  V212C

•  Limited Edition White Bronco Tolex

•  12” Celestion Creamback Speakers in AC15 & 
   AC30 models

•  AC4C1-12, AC10C1, AC15C1, AC30C2, AC15CH, 
   AC30CH, & V212C models available

Black Cab SERIES
 BC108  |  BC112

MV50
GUITAR AMPLIFIERS

•  Compact cabinet designed to enhance
   low frequencies

•  Best matched with MV50 and also
   great with any other ampheads

•  BC108: 1 x 8” Speaker; 25 Watts
   BC112: 1 x 12” Celestion V-Type
   Speaker; 70 Watts

•  Compact analog pre-amp featuring Nutube; 50 Watts of power

•  Volume, Tone & Gain Controls (AC & Rock); Volume, Bass, & 
   Treble Controls (Clean); EQ Switch

•  Line/Headphone Out; On-board VU Meter

•  Available in AC, Clean & Rock models

amPlug 2
LEAD  |  CLEAN  |  BLUES

•  Three new models offer a
   variety of authentic sound

•  Nine selectable effects;
   Cabinet simulation

•  Aux input; Folding plug;
   17 hours of battery life

*AC15CH, AC30CH, & V212C NOT PICTURED



The ultimate take-anywhere, battery-powered guitar amp just got better, with 
the addition of Bluetooth connectivity for wireless music playback.

The Fly 3 has won over guitarists around the world with its incredible guitar tones 
and high quality music playback. Now you can stream your music straight to the 
amp without a cable via Bluetooth. This deluxe model also features a new soft-
touch finish.

 3 Watts  2 Channels – Clean and Overdrive  
Bluetooth for jamming along or listening to music  
Patented ISF (Infinite Shape Feature)  Digital ‘tape’ 
delay effect  Emulated Line Out for ‘silent’ practice 
or recording  3" speaker producing true Blackstar 
tones  High grade soft touch finish  Battery or DC 
powered  Revolutionary sonic performance

Limited Edition Leather Covered Artisan 30 Assembled in the UK

Blackstar’s home town is Northampton in the heart of the UK. It is a town with a 
long history of leather work. As part of Blackstar’s 10th anniversary we are proud 
to announce an extremely exclusive limited edition of the award-winning Artisan 30. 
Limited to just 10 pieces worldwide, this beautiful 2x12 handwired amplifier is assembled 
and then covered in leather in the UK by highly skilled traditional craftsmen. Each individual 
unit will be as unique as the leather hide it is covered in and will truly look as beautiful as it sounds.

10th Anniversary 2007-2017

Blackstar launched their first products in 2007 
and this year will celebrate their 10th anniversary. 
For the four founders (all band mates) it has been 
an incredible journey. Having worked together for 
years at the highest levels of the amp designing 
industry, their dream was to create new and 
innovative guitar amplifiers and pedals that would 
be the ultimate tools for self-expression.

Now, with over 90 award-winning products launched to market and a family of 
the best guitarists in the world proud to be Blackstar users, the name Blackstar 
has become synonymous with tone and innovation.

As part of their 10th anniversary celebration Blackstar has some incredible new 
amps arriving throughout the year. Here’s a taste of what 2017 has in store.



Blackstar is pleased to announce the launch of two 
new compact, entry level combos: the LT-ECHO 10 and 
LT-ECHO 15. Blackstar’s design philosophy has always 
been to deliver the ultimate playing experience for 
guitarists no matter what their ability or budget and these 
products raise the benchmark for a starter amplifier.

The LT-ECHO 10 and LT-ECHO 15 are two channel 
practice amps targeted at guitarists who are just starting 
out, but want great tone. They have two channels, 
Blackstar’s patented ISF tone shaping control and 
uniquely in this part of the market, a built-in ‘tape’ delay 
effect. The inclusion of an MP3 input and Emulated/
Headphone output make them perfect for practicing.

Their price points make them very accessible and the 
inclusion of ISF and a digital ‘tape’ delay means they will 
significantly outclass and outperform the competition.

The LT-ECHO’s amazing tone, feel and features will 
inspire beginners to play and help generate the next 
generation of loyal Blackstar users!

NEXT LEVEL

Since their launch the ID:CORE 10, 20 and 40 
models quickly established themselves as market 
leaders in the entry level guitar amp market. 
Amazing tone, Super Wide Stereo sound and 
class-leading features made them the best value 
amps available.

Thanks to the ongoing technical development 
of our UK based R&D team we are excited to 
announce the next generation: V2.

Building on the award-winning feature set and 
sonic performance the new V2 models also have:

	6 enhanced voices: clean to scream and  
all points in between – the new enhanced 
voices mean these are the best sounding 
guitar amps in their class.

	Envelope filter effect: one of the most 
popular effects introduced on ID:CORE 
BEAM this is completely new on V2.

	Chorus/flange effect: blending seamlessly 
from lush chorus through to swirling flange 
this new effect will create beautiful sonic 
textures.

	FREE PreSonus Studio One Prime 
Blackstar Edition recording software: 
one of the easiest to use professional quality 
DAWs (Digital Audio Workstation) available, 
now comes for free with every V2 amp.

 10W  2 Channels – Clean + OD  Patented ISF  Digital 
‘tape’ delay FX  MP3/Line In for jamming along or listening to 
music  Emulated Line Out for silent practice or recording  2 x 
3" speakers producing true Blackstar tones

 15W  2 Channels – Clean + OD  Patented ISF  Digital 
‘tape’ delay FX  MP3/Line In for jamming along or listening to 
music  Emulated Line Out for silent practice or recording  2 x 
3” speakers producing true Blackstar tones



The Euro4 LE 1977 is a tribute to the first 
Spector bass to feature the now famous
NS body style. This bass shares the
construction as the original “Brooklyn 
bass” crafted by Stuart Spector 40 years 
ago, including solid American Walnut 
body wings, a three-piece Maple neck 
with Rosewood fingerboard, and the
classic DiMarzio Model P pickup. Available 
in limited quantities throughout 2017 only!

NEW
EURO4 LE
1977



WWW.SPECTORBASS.COM

Designed to deliver superior

performance, Spector’s new

Timbre Series basses feature 

Solid Sitka Spruce tops and

premium Fishman electronics, 

making them the perfect solution 

for bassists seeking a resonant 

and reliable acoustic instrument.

NEW
TIMBRE

ACOUSTICS



L Â G G U I T A R S . C O M

Founded in the Occitania region of 
France, Lâg has been making quality
guitars for over 25 years, under the
guidance of master luthier Michel Lâg 
Chavarria. Lâg produces acoustic and 
electric guitars, which not only sound 
fantastic, but display elegantly pure, 
contemporary forms, thus representing
the perfect synthesis of tradition and
innovation. The carefully crafted design, 
sophisticated colors, and the new and 
daring combinations of materials reveal 
an uncommon obsession for details and 
a passion for aesthetic beauty. When it 
comes to creating a masterpiece, it’s all 
about the details. For Lâg the same rule 
applies to making a great guitar.



•   Solid AA Sitka Spruce top

•   Mexican Snakewood back & sides

•   African Mahogany neck

•   Rosewood fingerboard & bridge

•   Open-pore satin finish 

•   Electric Models feature: 



Established in 1972, Dean Markley USA is recognized as an innovator and leader
in the world of musical instrument strings. Over the years, the company has
expanded its product line to include pickups and accessories with a constant focus
on making products that are easier to play, last longer and sound better, so
musicians of all levels can improve their skills quicker and have more fun playing 
their chosen instrument. Celebrated by retailers for their sales performance and 
endorsed by an elite caliber of musicians, Dean Markley USA products are the 
source of your sound.

BLACKHAWK STRINGS

From the studio by day to the stage at night, let natural tone 
soar with Blackhawk, a new series of coated guitar strings 
from Dean Markley USA. Available for both electric and 
acoustic guitars, Blackhawk takes flight with tonal versatility,
strength and quality for a wide style of playing.

BLUE STEEL CABLES

New for 2017, Dean Markley’s Blue Steel Cables undergo 
a proprietary cryogenic freezing process which enhances 
the cable’s tonal properties. The result is a smoother, 
more transparent tone that makes your rig feel and sound 
more alive. Available in a variety of lengths, and also as 
speaker cables, Blue Steel Cables are also extremely
durable and carry a lifetime warranty.



EUROPE’S PREMIER STRAP BRAND IS NOW 
AVAILABLE IN THE USA!
Right On!, Europe’s premier strap brand, was founded on 40 years of expertise producing premium leather goods in Spain. 

Now available in the USA, Right On! offers innovative, durable, high-quality, handmade guitar straps and accessories that 

are sure to exceed both you and your consumers expectations.

ROADRUNNER
Designed with simplicity in mind, the innovative & eye-catching
Roadrunner straps are perfect for lightweight instruments.

STANDARD PLUS
A new series from RightOn! that combines classic patterns with 

comfortable construction. 

WWW.RIGHTONSTRAPS.COM



Sakae is a high-quality drum manufacturer
located in Osaka Japan. In 2009, after 40 years 
of making drums for one of the world’s leading 
drum companies, Sakae launched their original

brand. Passionate about craftsmanship, the
company’s mission is to provide a lasting legacy 

of premium quality instruments for all musicians.

SAKAEDRUMS.COM

Select North American Maple or 
Japanese Birch shells are carefully 
crafted for a minimal seam. Each 
shell features a sharp bearing edge 
for clear attack and great tone. 
Heavier lugs help to focus vibration 
and sound transmission to the
shell edge. All toms achieve
complete tone isolation thanks
to our unique cradle mounting 
toms, floor tom leg mounts,
and rubber padded bass
drum spurs.

Sakae’s popular wood and metal snares now available for a limited 
time in black on black and white on white.

••• FIVE SNARE DRUM BUY IN •••

••• FREE FREIGHT ON EVERY •••
SNARE ORDER

Clarity, Warmth,
& Tone.

Almighty Series

Limited Edition

Black & White Snares



The sound/size sensation of the compact active
PA world is now available in three different
models, each delivering:

A stunning sound experience
For up to 200 people

Smart transportability
Can be carried in just one hand

Smart convertibility
Configures easily as a mono PA,

2.1 stereo setup or as a

Twin Stereo setup

(two systems combined)

LUCAS NANO 602

LUCAS NANO 600

LUCAS NANO 608i

The different 600 models can be combined!

WWW.HKAUDIO.COM



KORG USA WOULD LIKE TO THANK EACH OF OUR VALUED 
DEALERS FOR THEIR PARTNERSHIP & SUPPORT DURING 2016. 

THANK YOU
DEALERS!

KORG.COM  |  VOXAMPS.COM  |  BLACKSTARAMPS.COM  |  DEANMARKLEY.COM  |  SPECTORBASS.COM  |  LÂGGUITARS.COM  |  SAKAEDRUMS.COM  |  HKAUDIO.COM  |  RIGHTONSTRAPS.COM




